We implement a Korean syntactic analyzer which decreases many ambiguities in syntax parse trees using segmentation and semantic connection units. We 
Introduction
A considerable number of studies have been performed on Korean syntactic analysis using dependency grammar [2, 3, 6] . A sentence of Korean is expressed by several words, and it contains some grammatical structures [8] . The aims of Korean syntactic analyzer is find out of grammatical structures from Korean input sentences [5] . Korean is a relatively free word order language and has very rich systems of morphological markings. In Korean, it is quite general to omit obligatory cases including a subject or an object if they can be recoverable from the context [3] .
Dependency grammar is quite suitable for Korean parsing [3] . Because dependency grammar concentrates on the relationships between ultimate syntactic units, so it makes simple to analyze the roles of the morphological markings and to parse free word order languages. Dependency grammar also makes it easy to parse sentences with ellipse, because dependency relations represent the relations between two node of morphemes [3, 5] . But these advantages of the dependency grammar make many ambiguities in Korean syntactic analysis. Parsing of Korean with dependency grammar causes over generating of parse trees [1, 3] .
There have been many researches for Korean parsing based on dependency grammar [ 2, 3, 6] . It has been studied from early 90's. At that time, most researchers studied for implementation of syntactic analysis itself. But recently, the studies are concentrated on correct result of syntactic analysis. But the most problems of syntactic analysis of Korean are ambiguities. The output trees of syntactic analysis by the dependency grammar are too many [5] .
We implements Korean syntactic analysis system which finds out all possible partial trees in one segmentation and combines the partial trees into one complete parsing tree. Most Korean syntactic analysis systems use words for the input of syntactic analysis [7] . But we use morphemes instead of words. So we may have many morphemes lists for one input sentence. So, our parsing system makes more syntactic ambiguities of parse trees than the systems using words.
In this paper, we tried to disambiguate on the parse trees of Korean syntactic analysis based on dependency grammar. We suggested two methods, semantic connection unit of segmentation method and predicate pattern rules. Semantic connection unit of segmentation is a combined node which consists of all morphemes within segmentation.
Our syntactic analysis system makes all possible partial parse trees on each segmentation, so there are several combined nodes which consist of some morphemes of segmentation. Our parsing system may have many ambiguities trees, if we use all these combined nodes to produce parse trees. Therefore, we use semantic connection units of segmentation method to decrease the ambiguities of parse trees. And also, predicate of modifier form generates many ambiguities in Korean syntactic analysis. We find out two patterns of predicate with modifier form and parsing rules for that patterns. Using these two methods, we can decrease a lot of ambiguities in Korean syntactic analysis.
Property of Korean
We will start with a review of some characteristics about Korean [8] .
i) Korean is an agglutinative language in which most grammatical functions are expressed by suffixes. ii) Word order is relatively free while the morpheme order in a word has strong constraints. But this does not mean that Korean word order is completely free. In Korean, dependents always precede their governor. In this sense, Korean is a governor-final language. iii) It is quite natural to drop any argument including a subject and an object, if it can be recovered through the context. First, as mentioned i) above, grammatical function morpheme has fluently cultivated in Korean and some morphemes often combine to make a syntactic unit. These morphemes are the reasons of morphological ambiguity and syntactic ambiguity. Therefore many researches [3, 9, 11] have been done to solve them. [3, 10] shows syntactic morpheme which is the combination of associated functional morphemes. According to the study [3] , syntactic morpheme can improve the efficiency of syntactic analysis because it can be a syntactic unit for parsing. Figure 1 shows that "눈코 뜰 새 없이" has 9 combination of morphological ambiguities. If we use syntactic morphemes suggested by [3, 10] , it can be reduced one combination, "눈코+뜨 +ㄹ+새+없이(ADVP)". Like above, syntactic morphemes help to solve syntactic ambiguity. So, our system of syntactic analysis uses these syntactic morphemes as input data.
Second, as mentioned ii) and iii) above, Korean is a non-structured language, which has ellipses and free word order partially [8] . We use dependency grammar for syntactic analysis system, because dependency grammar concentrates on the relationships between two ultimate syntactic units. The main logical operation is establishing of binary relations. Binary relations of the dependency grammar show which terms are related to which other items and in what way. So, these characteristics of dependency grammar make possible parsing free word order languages and make easy to parse sentences with ellipse also [12] . Figure 2 is syntactic analysis system's architecture of our system. Syntactic analyzer system uses morphemes list of lexical analyzer for the basic unit of parsing. Segmentation is made during parsing. If a morpheme is subject marker, object marker, adverb or complement, our syntactic analyzer makes a new segmentation after that morpheme. And our system generates all possible parse trees of that segment [3] , and find out semantic connection unit of that segment. We use [3] 's algorithm for syntactic analysis of Korean. Our system generates all possible parse trees of semantic connection units.
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Figure 2. Syntactic Analysis System
The Procedure of Syntactic Analysis System
Segmentation is generated during syntactic analysis. We make all possible partial parse trees on each segmentation, and select semantic connection units from segmentation. And Our System tries to combine them into complete parse trees. The detail algorithm of our syntactic analysis system is as follows. 1) construct the morpheme list after lexical analysis. 2) Start syntactic analysis from left to right of the morpheme list 3) if the morpheme belongs to {subject, object, adverb} morphemes make new segment and find out semantic connection units in old segment else if the morpheme is predicate combine predicate with semantic connection units of previous segment else combine morphemes by dependency rule and make new combined morphemes 4) Repeat 3) until the morpheme list ended. 5) Try to combine semantic connection unit of each segment and make complete parsing trees.
Pre-processing
Most systems use words for the basic elements of parsing [10, 11] . Korean is an agglutinative language in which most grammatical functions are expressed by suffixes and grammatical function morpheme has fluently cultivated in Korean [12] . So, our system uses morphemes for the basic elements of parsing. One word consists of more than two morphemes in Korean language. This increases more ambiguities for parsing [11] . For decrease the morphemes ambiguities, the following works are processed in pre-processing step.. ① combine some morphemes into one syntactic morpheme ② some morphemes can be removed if it does not role in syntactic analysis Two adjacent morphemes like pre-final ending combines one morpheme, and some compound nouns, an idiomatic phrase is combined one morpheme also.
Parsing with Semantic Connection Units
Parsing with Segmentation method and Semantic connection Unit
We use morphemes for the basic input elements of syntactic analysis and use all path parsing methods with dependency grammar to generate parser trees. So, there are quite many syntactic parser trees of a sentence. To decrease of this ambiguities of syntactic analysis, we use segmentation method and semantic connection units. Semantic connection unit is a combined node which consists of all morphemes within segmentation. Segmentation method is useful in syntactic analysis of long Korean sentence [6] . Segmentation is made during parsing. We split sentence into segments by the essential constituents of sentence. If a morpheme is subject marker, object marker, adverb or complement, our syntactic analyzer makes segmentation after that morpheme. And if a morpheme is predicate, our systems try to combine this predicate morpheme with previous segment.
(1) John 이 아름다운 Susan 의 동생을 좋아한다 ( John likes beautiful sister of Susan ) As explained above, we use morphemes list for our syntactic analysis system. Therefore, after lexical analysis of sentence (1), we have a morphemes list like (2) . And / indicates segment boundary in sentence (2) . By segmentation method as mentioned above, we can get 3 segments in sentence (2) . There are 2 morphemes, 6 morphemes and 2 morphemes in each segmentation S1, S2, S3 respectively.
We define semantic connection unit as a combined node which consists of all morphemes within a segment. During parsing, our system generates all possible partial parse trees in a segment. So, there are many partial parse trees after parsing of segmen t. We can select partial parse tree that consist of all morphemes of that segment, this is a semantic connection unit. And this semantic connection unit can be dependent of predicate by dependency grammar. The detailed parsing process is as follows. 
[(dongsang)(-ul)] Because (-ul) is a object marker, new segment 3 is created and select semantic connection unit in segment 2. There are two semantic connection units in segment 2. [( (arumdap) (( (Susan)(-eui) )(dongsang) ) ) (-ul)] and [( ((((arumdap)(-un))(Susan)) (-eui ) ) (dongsang) ) (-ul)] are semantic connection units in segment 2.
9) Input morpheme : (joaha)
Segment 3:(joaha) (joaha) is a predicate, so we try to combine (joaha) with semantic connection units of previous segments. Then we can get two combined unit from segment 2 and segment 1.
Our Syntactic analysis system starts from left to right of the input morpheme list. For each morpheme, if it a essential constituent of sentence, then we make a new segment, and find out semantic connection units. Before selecting semantic connection units from each segment, segment 1 have 3 combined nodes and segment 2 have 16 combined nodes. But after selecting semantic connection units from each segment, there are only one combined node in segment 1, and segment 2 have just two combined nodes as follows. (arumdap)(-un) )(Susan)) (-eui ) ) (dongsang) ) (-ul)] Because segment 2 contains two structural ambiguities, it has two semantic connection units. One is the structure of "Susan is beautiful", and the other is the structure of "Susan's sister is beautiful". During parsing, our syntactic analysis system uses these semantic connection units as dependent of predicate with Korean dependency grammar. Figure 3 shows the result parsing trees of sentence (1). (1) Our system has 108 parts of speech, and according to this we have about 220 dependency rules. Dependency rules are applied for decision of syntactic relation, and if two adjacent morphemes have dependency relation, these two morphemes are combined into one syntactic unit. This process is continued until all syntactic units are combined one syntactic unit.
Parsing with Patterns based on Predicate of modifier form
Predicate of modifier form generates many ambiguities in Korean syntactic analysis. If a subject node precede predicate of modifier, we can have two possible parse trees from this part. As in sentence (3), node (Tom -i) is subject node and node (arumdap)+(-un) is predicate of modifier. According to (arumdap) node can govern ((Tom)(-i)) node or can not govern ((Tom)(-i)), we can have two cases as follows. First case is (arumdap) node governed ((Tom)(-i)) node, and second is (arumdap) not governed ((Tom)(-i)) node. As a result of this, it can generate 2 parse trees. But the aspect of Korean meaning, the first case is incorrect. So, we studied about predicate of modifier form, and find out two sentence patterns and rules.
Case 1 : (N1 + S1) + (N2 + S2) + PoMF + N3 + …  Rule 1 : construct the combined node ((N2+S2)(PoMF)) Case 2 : (N1 + S1) + PoMF + N2 + …  Rule 2 : if N1 is human then (N+S1) can't be combined to (PoMF) if N1 is not human then construct the combined node ((N1+S1)(PoMF)) (N1-3 : Noun 1-3, S1-2: Subject Marker 1-2, PoMF: Predicate of Modifier Form)
In Sentence (3), N1 is (Tom), S1 is (-i) and PoMF is (arumdap). And (Tom) is human, so by rule 2 we can not combine ((Tom)(-i)) to (arumdap) as Figure 4 . But there exist many other cases in Korean except for above 3 cases. So we need more research about this. 
Experimental Results
The 120 sentences for the test were chosen from Korean textbook of middle school. Dependency grammar was used in our syntactic analysis system. Our system has about 220 dependency rules. Semantic connection unit and predicate of modifier form are used to decrease ambiguities of syntactic analysis. The experiment is processed with three types. First, we experimented with not use semantic connection unit and pattern rules of predicate. Second, we use semantic connection unit only. Third, we use both semantic connection unit and pattern rules of predicate. The results are shown below in Table  1 .
Test1 : not use semantic connection unit and pattern rules with predicate of modifier form Test2 : use semantic connection unit Test3 : use semantic connection unit and pattern rules with predicate of modifier form In the experimental results of table 1, when semantic connection unit is used, the average of ambiguity number is decreased a lots. And additionally, pattern rules with predicate of modifier form is used also, the average of ambiguity number is decreased much more. This means that semantic connection unit and pattern rules with predicate of modifier can be used to resolve ambiguity of Korean syntactic analysis.
Conclusion
In this paper, we tried to decrease ambiguities of parse trees in Korean syntactic analysis. The proposed syntactic analysis system of this paper generates all parse trees of a given sentence. So, the number of parse trees of syntactic analysis is many. To decrease the number of parse trees, we suggested semantic connection unit of segmentation. Semantic connection unit is a combined node which consists of all morphemes within a segment. During parsing, our system generates all possible partial parse trees in a segment. So, there are many partial parse trees after parsing of a segment. We can select some semantic connection units. By using this semantic connection unit, syntactic analysis system can decrease the number of ambiguities of parse trees in Korean syntactic analysis.
And also we suggested the pattern rules of predicate to decrease the number of parse trees. There are two types of patterns based on predicate of modifier form, and we found out pattern rules of that predicate pattern. By using this pattern rules, we can decrease the number of ambiguities of pars tree also. And also we use dependency grammar for parsing grammar. Dependency grammar concentrates on the relationships between ultimate syntactic units. This makes it simple to analyze the roles of the morphological markings and to parse free word order languages. Dependency grammar also makes it easy to parse sentences with ellipse because the dependency relations represent the relations between morphemes.
